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Major League Baseball’s First Work Stoppage in
27 Years Could, Once Again, End in a Courtroom
BY DANIEL WACHENFELD/ ON MARCH 21, 2022
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Shortly after midnight on December 2, 2021, the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
between Major League Baseball (MLB) and the Player’s Association (MLBPA), expired. 1With no
CBA in place, the owners of the 30 MLB teams unanimously voted to “lock out” the players. 2 A
“lockout” involves the owners halting all baseball activities, as well as literally locking the
players out of team facilities.3 Typically, this time of year for the MLB revolves around player
contract negotiations and training.4 By stopping these activities, the owners hoped to pressure
the MLBPA into expediting CBA negotiations, and into bending to the will of the owners for
the next CBA.5 Furthermore, the owners hoped that a work stoppage with some free agents
remaining unsigned would weaken union solidarity as the lockout dragged on.6 In a
statement, the MLBPA claimed that the lockout “is not required by law or for any other
reason. It was the owners’ choice, plain and simple, specifically calculated to pressure players
into relinquishing rights and benefits, and abandoning good faith bargaining proposals that
will benefit not just players, but the game and industry as a whole.”7

Reports indicated that both sides are far apart on their proposals,8 and, on March 1, 2022,
Commissioner Rob Manfred announced that this lockout will cause the cancellation of some
regular season games.9 This marks the first time in 27 years that the MLB has lost regular
season games due to a labor stoppage.10 The MLB had set a deadline of March 1 at 5:00 P.M.
for the league and the players to reach a deal on a new CBA without the cancellation of
regular season games.11 The MLBPA unanimously rejected what the MLB called its “final”
offer.12
Three of the major points of contention for the MLBPA were their shrinking share of league
revenues, service time manipulation (in which teams deliberately keep good players in the
minor leagues to delay their eligibility for free agency and arbitration), and the league’s
growing “tanking” problem. Tanking is a strategy in which teams, with no intention of winning
games, slash their payroll, and hope to lose enough to secure high draft picks.13 Notable
players, such as All-Star pitcher and World Series Champion, Max Scherzer, have publicly
maligned tanking in the MLB.
“This negotiation is about the integrity of the game from our eyes. . . . We feel as players that
too many teams have gone into a season without any intent to win during the past. Even
though that can be a strategy to win in future years, we’ve seen both small-market and largemarket clubs embrace tanking, and that cannot be the optimal strategy for the owners.” 14
Additionally, players wanted to be able to enter free agency earlier than they have in the
past.15 Because rookie contracts are relatively inexpensive, this change would allow successful
players to cash in on the much more lucrative second contracts slightly earlier in their
careers.16
With respect to league revenue sharing, the MLBPA targeted the league’s Competitive Balance
Tax, which was said to be the point that both sides were farthest apart on.17 Rather than
imposing a hard salary cap like other professional sports leagues, the MLB assesses financial
penalties against teams whose payrolls exceed a certain amount.18 The players contend that
the CBT essentially functions as a salary cap, and they would like the threshold amount to
increase.19 A higher salary cap (or pseudo-salary cap) would mean that owners would have
more money to pay the players with.
For their part, the owners wanted mostly all of the provisions from the previous CBA to stay
the same.20 One major change that the owners were advocating for is an expanded playoff
model. They wanted to increase the number of teams that make the playoffs at the end of the
regular season.21 The owners are keen on a playoff expansion because teams that qualify for
the postseason receive 100% of the television revenue from postseason games.22 The players
pushed back on this idea out of concerns that it would encourage teams to spend less on top
players knowing that they could still slide into the expanded playoff format and benefit from
the postseason television revenue.23 Theoretically, with fewer playoff spots, teams would be

forced to be more aggressive in free agency and at the trade deadline to improve their
rosters.24 Fortunately, it seems that the two sides were able to agree on an expansion, albeit
only to a 12-team playoff rather than the 14 that the owners wanted.25
With the league suffering from its first work stoppage in 27 years it is informative to return to
the MLB strike of 1994-95 for insight into how this year’s work stoppage could have been
resolved. While the cancellation of games is certainly an undesirable outcome for players,
owners, and fans, history shows us that it could have been much worse. In 1994, the owners,
reasoning that an impasse had been reached, implemented a salary cap, which prompted the
MLBPA to file unfair labor practices charges with the National Labor Relations Board. 26 The
players accused the owners of failing to negotiate in good faith, and imposing the cap
without a genuine impasse.27 The NLRB then voted to seek a court injunction to reinstate the
provisions of the prior collective bargaining agreement.28 The case was then brought to the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, where Judge Sonia Sotomayor
granted the NLRB’s request for a preliminary injunction against the owners. 29 In the wake of
Judge Sotomayor’s decision, the MLBPA called off the strike, and the owners did not proceed
with a lockout, thus beginning a shortened 144-game MLB season.30 This time, court
appearances and injunctions won’t be necessary. Importantly, the league’s offer from just
before the March 1 deadline was characterized as their “best and final offer,” not their “last
best offer.”31 The distinction between these two terms is actually quite important, as the
phrase “last best offer” is used before management declares an impasse.32 The declaration of
an impasse would likely have resulted with the two sides in U.S. District Court again. MLB
Commissioner Rob Manfred said at the time “Our negotiations are deadlocked right now, but
that’s different than using the legal term ‘impasse,’ and I’m not going to do that right
now.”33 Instead, Manfred and the owners wanted to “keep the idea that we are willing to go
back to the table and make an agreement.”34
This lockout had dragged on long enough to the point where political pressure to negotiate
was beginning to mount as well. On March 2, Bernie Sanders tweeted “The 30 Major League
Baseball owners are worth over $100 billion. The value of their teams increased by more than
$41 billion since they bought them. Mr. Manfred: End the lockout. Negotiate in good faith.
Don’t let the greed of baseball owners take away our national past time.” 35
Finally, after a 99-day lockout, the MLB and MLBPA reached a new collective bargaining
agreement on March 10, 2022.36 26 of the 38 MLBPA leaders voted in favor of a 5-year CBA
that saw the players’ union make significant gains with respect to minimum salaries and the
CBT threshold.37 All 30 team owners unanimously ratified the new CBA, which granted them a
slightly expanded postseason, and the ability to put advertisements on player
uniforms.38 Minimum player salaries will now begin at $700,000, an unprecedented 23%
increase from the prior year, and will increase to $780,000 in 2026, the final year of the new
CBA.39 The new CBT threshold will be set at $230 million, a 10% increase from last year, and
will reach $244 million in 2026.40 Other changes in the new CBA include: a 12-team

postseason; a universal designated hitter; a six-team draft lottery implemented to curtail
tanking; and two measures aimed at limiting service time manipulation.41
With the new CBA in place, the second-longest42 lockout in MLB history has finally come to a
merciful end, and the 2022 season is set to begin on April 7th.
Daniel Wachenfeld is a Second Year Law Student at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of
Law and a Staff Editor at the Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal. Daniel is
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